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Abstract 
The maxhnum rank completion prohh,m is the problem ot: given a partial matrix (that 
is, a matrix where we are only given some of the entries), filling in the unknown entries 
in such a way as to maximize the rank. Applications include bipartite matching and 
matroid intersection for linearly represented matroids. We describe an algorithm that 
finds a maximum rank completion by perturbing an arbitrary completion in a greedy 
way. © 1999 Elsevier Science inc. All ,'ights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
For simplicity we consider only matrices over the tield of rationals. The 
results actually hold for any sufficiently large field, and can be extended to 
arbitrary fields by taking suitable extensions. 
Let l'r and t~ be disjoint finite sets. and iet B be a l~artial matrix with rows 
indexed by V~ and columns indexed by I:[.: that is, we are only given some of the 
entries of B. A oomph, thin of B is any matrix that we can obtain by tilling in the 
unknown entries. The maximum rank completio, prohh'm tbr B is the problem 
of finding a completion of B of maximunl rank. We describe an etticient 
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algorithm that finds a maximum rank completion by perturbing an arbitrary 
completion in a greedy way. This problem has previously been considered by 
Murota [l] and by Hartfiel and Loewy [2]. Murota provides an algorithm by 
reducing the problem to matroid intersection. In fact the maximum rank 
completion problem is equivalent o the matroid intersection problem for 
linearly represented matroids. Our algorithm is based on an algebraic algo- 
rithm for maximum cardinality matching [3]. 
Let E be the set of pairs (i,j) in V~ x V~ that index unknown (or free) entries 
of B. Now let (z~j : (i,j) E E) be algebraically independent indeterminates. We 
denote by B* the matrix obtained by replacing each free entry (i, j) E E of B 
with z;/. Therefore the rank of an optimal completion of B i.,~ rank B*. A subset 
X of I~? t3 V~ is called a cover of E if each pair in E contains at least one element 
of X. We denote by B \ X the matrix obtained by deleting all the lines of B 
indexed by elements of X. That is, B \ X = B[ V~ \ X, V~ \ X]. Now if X covers E 
then all entries of B \X  are known. Furthermore rank B* <~ rank B* \X  
+lXl-- rank B \ X + IXl. Hartfiel and Loewy [2] showed that this inequality 
provides a rain-max theorem for the size of a maximum rank completion. 
Theorem 1.1 (Hartfiel and Loewy). Let B be a partial ~. hy ~ matrix with free 
entries indexed b), elements ~q" E. For any cover X of E we have 
rank B* ~< rank B \ X + IXI. Furthermore there exists a cover X* o rE  such that 
rank B* = rank B \ X" + Ix*l. 
Note that, in the case where all the known entries of B are zero, rank B" is the 
size of a maximum matching in the bipartite graph G = ( V~ t3 V,., E). In this case, 
Theorem I. I is Kfnig's theorem [4]: the size ~l'a max#hum cardinalio, matching 
#~ G is the size qf a rain#ram1 cardinalio' set o.]'vertices that is #wident with eyeD' 
edge. We will show that there is a canonical choice for X' in Theorem 1. !. This 
can be interpreted as a generalization of ti~e Dulmage-Mendelsohn decompo- 
sition of a bipartite graph [5]. For a V~ by I,~. matrix/~, we define 
D(/3) = {i E Vr t.J V~lrank/~ \ {i} = rank/~}. 
The set D(/~) is the set ofdepemh, nt ihws of h The sets D(/~) N V~ and D(/1) N V~ 
are denoted by D~(/~) and D¢(/~), respectively. 
Theorem 1.2. Let B be a partial Vr t~)" V~. matrix with fi'ee entries indexed by 
elements orE. Let X~ demote the set of all i E l/~. f i  ; which there exists j E Dr(B *) 
such that (i,j) C E. Now h't X" = (I7 \ Dr(B*)) UA~. ThenX* is a cover ~['Eand 
rank B* = rank B \ X* + IX*l. 
Let/} be a completion of B. For any (i,j) E E. we denote by B(i,j;a) the 
matrix obtained by replacing the (i, j) entry of/~ by a. A heuristic for finding a 
maximum rank completion of B is to take an arbitrary completion of B then 
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repeatedly apply such perturbations if doing so increases the rank. Unfortu- 
nately this strategy is not guaranteed to find an optimal solution, as is shown in 
the following example. Consider the following partial matrix B and the 
completion B. 
a b c d a b c d 
1 ? 1 0 0 
B:=2 1 1 3 0 
3 0 0 1 2 
4 0 0 1 ? 
The reader should verify that a maximum rank completion of B has rank 4, 
while rank/} = 3. Furthermore, for any free entry (i,j) of B, and any rational 
a, rank/~(i,j; a) <~ 3. 
To overcome the problems demonstrated in the previous example, we need a 
more refined notion of what constitutes a "good" completion. Given two 
completions B~ and B2 of B we write 
BI 5B2 if either rankBi <rankB2 or rank Bi =rankBz  and D(BI) 
1 1 1 0 0 
/ } . = 2 1 1 3 0 .  
3 0 0 1 2 
4 0 0 1 2 
C_ D(B2), 
Bi ,~ B2 when rank B! = rank B2 and D(BI) = D(B2), 
Bl -< B2 if Bl "< B2 but Bs ~ B2. 
Our main result is the following. 
Theorem 1.3. Let B be a partial Vr b)' Vc matrix with free entries &dexed b), 
elements of E, and let B be a completion of B. Then, either rank/~ = rank B* or 
there exists (i,j) E E anda E {I,...,]V~] + ]Vc]} such that B(i,j;a) >- B. 
Theorem 1.3 provides an algorithm for finding a maximum rank completion 
of B. Indeed, take an arbitrary evaluation/~ of B, then repeatedly perturb free 
entries if doing so provides a "better" completion. In each iteration we either 
increase the rank or get more dependent lines. Hence, after at most 
I l(l l + I 1) iterations we obtain a completion/~ such that rank/~ = rank B*. 
This algorithm can clearly be implemented in polynomial-time. 
Consider the previous example. The reader can check that D(/))= 
{a,b, 3,4}. However D(/~(l ,a;2))= {a,b,c,d, 3,4}. Furthermore rank/~= 
rank/~(l,a;2), so/~(l,a; 2) :,--/~. 
2. Matrices and the canonical decomposition 
Let B be a V~ by V~ matrix. We define 
A(B) = {i ~ V~ u V~ID(B \ {i}) - D(B)}, 
c(8) = u (D(8)UA(8)). 
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The sets A(B) N Vr, C(B) n V~, A(B) M V~, and C(B) N V~ are denoted by A~(B), 
U(B), A~(B) and Cc(B), respectively. We refer to the partition (D(B),A(B), 
C(B)) of V~ u V~ as the canonical partition of B. This definition is motivated by 
the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition of a bipartite graph [5]. The main 
result of this section is the following. 
Theorem 2.1. Let B be a V~ by Vc matrix, let Xr =Dr(B), and let 
Xc = DC(B) U CC(B). Then 
rank B = rank B[X~,X¢] + IV~ \ X~[ + [V~ \ X¢I; 
fio'thermore, ve,'), line of B[X~,X~] is dependent. 
Lemma 2.2. If B is a Vr by Vc matrix, and i E Vr \ Dr(B), then 
(a) D(B) c_ D(B \ {i}), 
(b) D~(B) = D~(B \ {i}), 
(c) if j E D~(B \ {i}) \ D~(B), then i E D~(B \ {j}). 
Proof. Since iCDr(B), rankB\{ i}=rankB- l .  For any jED(B) ,  
rank B \ {j} = rank B, so rank B \ {i,j}/> rank B -  1. However, as 
rank B \ {i} = rank B -  1, we have that rank B \ {i,j} = rank B \ {i}. That 
is./E D(B \ {i}), this proves part (a). 
Since row i is not dependent i is in every row-basis of B. So X indexes a 
row-basis of B \ {i} if and only ifX u {i} indexes a row-basis of B. Thus part 
(b) follows easily. 
Finally consider any ./E D~(B\ {i}) \D~(B). We kave rank B\  {i} 
= rank B \ {./} = rank B \ {i./} = rank B - I. Consequently i E D"(B \ {j}), 
which proves part (c). E] 
Lemma 2.3. If B is a Vr by ~ matrix, and i E A(B), then the canonical partition 
for B \  {i} is (D(B),A(B) \ {i},C(B)). 
Proof. By definition D(B\ {i})= D(B). If j E C(B), then, by Lemma 2.2, 
D(B) C D(B \ {j})C D(B \ {i,j}). So D(B \ {i,j}) # O(B \ {i}), and, conse- 
quently, j E C(B \ {i}). Finally consider j E A(B) \ {i}. Thus D(B \ {i}) = 
D(B\ {j}) = O(B). l f j  ~ A(B\ {i}), then there exists k E D(B\ {i,j}) \ D(B). 
Therefore 
rank B \ {i, j , /¢  } = rank B \ { i, j } - rank B \ { i, k } = rank B \ {j, k } 
= rank B -  2. 
Relabel the i, j, k as a, b, c where a, b are either both in V~ or both in ~.. Now 
note that b E D(B\ {c,a})\ D(B \ {c}), which contradicts Lemma 2.2 (part 
(b)). E] 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. Consider any i E A(B). Since i ~ D(B), rank B \ {i} = 
rank B -1 .  Furthermore, by Lemma 2.3, the canonical partition does not 
change when we delete the line i. Therefore, rank B \ A(B)= rank B -  1,41, 
and the canonical partition for B\,4(B) is (D(B),O,C(B)). Now consider 
any i E Cr(B). Thus i E Cr(B \ ,4(B)). In particular i f[ Dr(B \ ,4(B)). Conse- 
quently rank (B \,4(B)) \ {i} = rank B \ ,4(B) - 1, and, by Lemma 2.2 (part 
(b)), Dr((B \ A(B)) \ {i}) = D~(B \ `4(B)) = Dr(B). Therefore rank B \ (`4(B) U 
Cr(B)) = rank B -1`4(B)I- ]Cr(B)I. This proves the result, r-1 
3. Determinants and matrix perturbation 
The following result is an immediate consequence of the line expansion 
formula for the determinant. 
Lemma 3.1. f f  B is a Vr by Vc matrix, i E Yr and j EVc, then 
det(B(i,j;a)) = (_-t:det (B \ {i,j}))a + det(B(i,j;O)). 
Lemma 3.2. I f  B (bii) is a Vr t, , = , 3' l~c matrix, i E Dr(B), j E De(B) and a ~ bij, 
then rank B(i,j;a) > rank B. 
Proof. Since deleting a dependent row does not affect column dependencies, we 
have rank B \ {i,j} = rank B. Choose X c_ /,~ \ {i} and Y c_ V~ \ {j} so that 
B[X, Y] is a maximal square nonsingular submatrix of B. Let B' denote 
B[XU {i}, YU {j}]. As rank B \  {i,j} -= rank B, B' is singular. By 3.1, 
det(B'(i,j;a) = (5:det(B[X, Y]))a + det(B'(i,j;O)). Therefore, det(B'(i,j;a)) 
is linear in a, and, as B[X, Y] is nonsingular, det(B'(i,j;a)) is not identically 
zero. Consequently there is at most one choice of a that makes B'(i,j;a) 
singular. Since B' is singular, B'(i,j; a) is nonsingular for all a :/: b0. r-1 
Lemma 3.3. ff B = (bij) is a l~r b)' Vc matrix, i E fr and j E lzc, then there exists 
a { l , . . . ,  IVrl + IV I} \ such that B(i,j;a) .>:_ B. 
Proof. If D(B) is empty, then B is square and nonsingular and the result follows 
easily from 3.1. Now suppose that D(B) is not empty. Consider any k E D(B). 
Recall that rankB\{k}  =rankB.  If k= i  or k=j  then B \{k}= 
B(i,j;a) \ {k}. Consequently rank B(i,j;a) >1 rank B, and, if rank B(i, j ;a)= 
rank B, then k E D(B(i,j; a) ). Now suppose that k E D(B) \ {i,j}. By 3.1, there 
is at most one choice for a such that rank B(i,j:a) \ {k} < rank B. For all 
other choices of a, rank B(i,j;a) >~ rank B, and, if rank B(i,j;a) = rank B, 
then k E D(B(i,j;a)). By considering each k E D(A) \ {i,j} we exclude at most 
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[V~ I + IV¢[ - 2 of the possible choices for a. For any other choice of a, we have 
B(i,j;a) >'- B. I-q 
Lemma 3.4. l f  B = (bij) is a Vr by Vc matrix, i E Dr(B) andj E CO(B), then there 
exists a E {l,...,IVr[ + IV l} such rh.: B(i,j;a) ~- B. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, there exists a E {l,...,IVrl + IV~I} \ {bij} such that 
B(i,j;a) >-_ B. We may assume that rank B(i , j ;a)= rank B. By Lemma 2.2 
(part a), there exists k ED(B\{ j} ) \D(B) .  Again by Lemma 2.2, 
i, j E D(B\ {k}). Therefore, by Lemma 3.2, rank B(i,j;a) \ {k} > rank 
B \ {k}. Therefore, j E O(B(i,j;a)) \ D(B), and hence B(i,j;a) >- B. [] 
4. The main theorems 
Pr6of of Theorem 1.3. Let/~ be a completion ot B. Suppose that there does not 
exist a free entry (i, j) of B and a E { l , . . . ,  [Vrl-~-[Vc[} such that B(i,j;a) >- B. 
Let X = A(/~) U Cr(B). By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4, X is a cover of E. Therefore, 
rank/} ~< rank B* ~< rank B \ X + [X[. However, by Theorem 2. l, rank/~ 
= rank/~ \ X + [Xi = rank B \ X + IXI. Therefore rank/~ = rank B*. !--1 
Lemma 4.1. Let B be a partial Vr by Vc matrix with free entries indexed by E. If 
i E Dr(B *) andj ~ De(B*), then (i,j) ~ E. 
Proof. Suppose that i E Dr(B *) and j E De(B*), and that ( i , j )E E. Since 
deleting a dependent row does not affect column dependencies, 
rank B*\ {i,j} = rank B*. Let B*[Yr, Yc] be a maximal square nonsingular 
submatrix of B* \ {i,j}. Now the coefficient ofzij in det B*[Yr U {i}, Yc U {j}] is 
+det B*[Yr, Yc]. Consequently, B*[Yr U {i}, Yc U {j}] is nonsingular. However 
this contradicts that rank B* \ {i,j} = rank B*. I--! 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By definition X* is clearly a cover of E. Let 
X'=A(B*)UCr(B*). By Theorem 2.1, rank B* = rank B* \X '  + IX'l, and 
every line of B*\ X' is dependent. Hence, by Lemma 4.1, B*[Xr,Xc] = 
B[Xr,Xc]. Note that X* n Vr = X' tq Vr. Then, by the definition of X*, we have 
X* c_ X'. Therefore rank B* = rank B \ X" + IX* I. FS 
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